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Va ue patterns
As a starting point we might establish the figure
through line, anatomy, proportion and gesture but
as Ann Witheridge explains, you can work from
the start in mass and value -that is, finding the
figure through shapes of light and dark
Ann Witheridge

n artist may start a drawing or
painting with line , but these lines
do not actually exist. There are
no contour lines that divide the figure
from the background. In reality when
we look at nature or the human figure
we see shapes of light and da rk or
shapes of colour. As artists we are
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reducing what we see into simple
shapes and patterns of light and dark
that comprise the figure. These
patterns of distinct shades are known
as the value patterns. Value is a term
used to describe the tone - the light,
dark or half tone . Mass or volume
describes the shape of an object or a
shadow, as a whole .
Values are an easy enough
concept to understand ,
although we tend to overanalyse them , seeking far
too many value shifts. In
their simplest forms the
values are the light and dark
of the figure, the chiaroscuro.
Along the transition where
light meets dark is the
shadow edge (also known as
the terminator or demi-tint).
This is a transition, not a
line. If yo u ignore reflected
light or ambient light, the
transition is as clear as the
value shift.

The studio space and
light set-up

A

Value sketch, charcoal and chalk on toned paper,

13J4X 10in (35 X 25cm).

For this drawing I worked on toned paper and simplified
the drawing to three values. Dark (charcoal), mid-tone
(paper), light (chalk). I tried to keep the image twodimensional by not turning edges or modelling the form .
It is in its most simplistic stage. As an exercise it is oddly
more difficult to restrict the use of value patterns than to
jump into the modelling
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Artists who work from life
ideally work in studios that
face north so that no direct
sunlight enters the room .
This keeps the light source
continuous and prevents
sunlight bouncing aro und
the room causing ambient
light, thus allowing for clear
value patterns. It is another
reason why many artists
paint the walls of their
studios a darker tone, so that
the light is absorbed.
Ironically it is harder to
reduce value pattern than
over analyse it, as Leonardo
said: 'Simplicity is the

ultimate sophistication.' A drawing with
a simplified value pattern can be more
powerful than one with an
overstretched value range.
Try to look for two values at the start,
in their simplest form . The lights or the
darks. Don 't get distracted by reflected
light, as it is still in the shadow side.
Equally don 't become distracted by
modelling if it is in the light. Try to find
the clear d istinction between the light
and the dark, the shadow edge. This
d istinction is even clearer along a cast
shadow than a form shadow.
Secondly, look for an extra value in
both the lights and the dark. The lighter
dark and the darker light. These two
values should be very distinct from
each other. The darker light should
never be the same value as the lighter
dark. The most common mistake is to
make the lighter dark become lighter
than the darker light. This is called
over-modelling and can make the
image appear flat and muddy. Finding
the distinction between the light and
dark is key to giving your figure a sense
of mass and volume .
Recall a drawing or pen and ink study,
either contemporary or from the history
of art, that has impressed you, in any
style. It is obviously the value that
carries the image. Colour, though an
intoxicating subject, is not a necessary
part of the image-making process.
Although the colour and opacity is
different, the value shifts remain the
same.

Materials to use
Establish your value patterns first .
Colour is a wonderful seductive subject
but it is dependent on value. For mass
drawing or painting, any medium can
be used. Oils, charcoal and pastels are
the most obvious choice as you can
immediately put down mass or shapes I> p46
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PRACTICAL
DEMONSTRATION Grisaille Figure
In this demonstration I limited the use of colour and relied solely on the values to create form. I
would t raditionally start a painting using burnt umber and a little ultramarine blue. The colour
is still naturalistic, but not entirely accurate. The colour and temperature is not falsified but as
close to nature as I can achieve with two pigments

• STAGEONE

• STAGETWO

• STAGETHREE

Initially I covered the linen with a
mid-tone

I then placed down my darks and pulled out my lights
with kitchen roll. I established the clear simplified
value pattern without adding any of the details

I added some further accents
of dark to re-affirm the
proportion and emphasise
the gesture. I kept the value
patterns very simple, painting
the figure in two tones, light
or dark. As artists we tend to
over model form, giving the
image too many values. The
power of so much art is the
simplification of subject,
values, colours not the overanalysis. At this stage of a
painting, I would usually start
adding some opaque colours
such as ochre and white to
create the form in the lights.
However, I was equally able to
continue using the grisaille
method (making a painting
entirely in shades of light and
dark)

.- Value-shift umber
The transition in values (burnt
umber) for Grisaille Figure, oil on
linen, 4%X 2in (12 X 5cm)

.-

FINISHED PAINTING

Grisaille Figure, oil on linen, 11% X 9%in (30 X 2Scm).

Finally I cleaned up my transitions between light and dark. I added
two more values, a higher light and darker dark. I also added some
even darker accents to emphasise form, gesture and anatomy
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~ Blue Figure, oil on linen, 6 X21'in
(15 X7cm).
Here I used ultramarine blue, ochre and
white. At the· start of the painting I mixed
three distinct values: light, mid-tone and
dark. I started in much the same way as before.
I would not usually paint in blue but it was
fun to see how the figure can appear just as
naturalistic, despite the complete falsification
of colour. I also used white from the start.
I would usually hold off using white so that
my paints can remain transparent for as long
as possible. I tend to like to glaze in certain
areas and build up opaque paint in others

.A The transition in values (ultramarine
blue and titanium white) for Blue Figure,
oil on linen, 41' X2in (12 X5cm)

working with the side of a charcoal or
pastel or by using a larger size filbert or
flat brush . Pencil can also be used but
the effect is not as immediate.
Once the values are established, it is
so simple to add colour. Prud'hon's
figure drawings are a wonderful
example of strongly defined value
patterns. Generally he worked on a
toned paper (the mid-tone) with
charcoal for the well-defined shadows
and chalk for the lights. His technique
required layering of chalks to get a
velvety surface on which he would then
hatch higher chalks, and likewise with
the charcoal.
il.i1

A India Amos Carla, charcoal on paper,
191' X8in (SO X20cm)

'In both these drawings, above and right, the
value patterns on the figure were distinct, but
the transitions between the values were
subtle and soft, making for a beautiful set up.
To exaggerate the strength of the value
patterns I used the value of the background
as a contrast. In Carla I left the background
clean and white to allow the dark value
pattern that zig-zagged down her torso and
on her arm to really take effect. Conversely, in
Violet I included the dark background so as to
heighten the drama of the light value pattern
pouring down the right-hand side of the
figure and onto the foot. Through both
unifying the value shifts to as few as possible
and simplifying the backgrounds, the value
patterns become the primary focus in these
two drawings. If you struggle to see the value
patterns, try squinting. The darks should knit
together and the lights remain clear'

A

India Amos

23 ~ X 1 l*in
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Next month: colour and flesh tones

Ann Witheridge founded London Fine

India Amos Violet, charcoal on paper,
(60 X30cm)

Art Studios. She has taught figure
drawing and painting for over 15 years
and written for art periodicals. India
Amos is head of figure drawing and
coordinates all the models at London
Fine Art Studios. For more information
see www.londonfineartstudios.com
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